Libraries Leading the Trends
Potomac State College of West Virginia University, Keyser, W. Va.
WPWVC/ACRL Spring Conference—June 2, 2017

Keynote Speaker

Cheryl Ann Middleton

ACRL Vice-President elect Cheryl Middleton is the Associate University Librarian for Research & Scholarly Communication at Oregon State University Libraries and Press (OSULP) which she has served in since 2015. From 2012 to 2015, she served as the Associate University Librarian for Teaching & Engagement. Prior to that she has served as the Head of OSU Libraries & Press Teaching & Engagement from 2010 – 2012. Her publications include “Magical Thinking: Moving Beyond Natural Bias to Examine Core Services” in Letting Go of Legacy Services: Library Case Studies (2014); co-authorship of “Management of Library Course Reserves and the Textbook Affordability Crisis,” Journal of Access Services (2009); and co-authorship of “Student Strategies for Coping with the High Cost of Textbooks and the Role of Academic Library Course Reserves,” portal: Libraries and the Academy (2009). Middleton earned her MLIS from Louisiana State University. She also holds a BS in General Science from Oregon State University.

Plenary Session

The Library Has Left the Building: And Other Tales of the Engaged Librarian—Karen & José O. Díaz

This interactive session will the present state of the engaged librarian model and offer ideas on creating an environment where engagement can take root through understanding institutional goals and leveraging partnerships. Through case studies of library-based initiatives, activities, and programs that have flourished in the engaged librarian model, participants will be able to imagine a path forward in their own setting.

Schedule

All events in Davis Conference Center except Concurrent Sessions

8:45-9:30 Registration
Poster session set up

9:30-10:00 Welcome & Business Meeting

10:00-11:00 Keynote
Cheryl Ann Middleton, VP Elect ACRL

11:15-12:15 Concurrent Sessions 1
Location—Science Hall

12:30-1:30 Lunch
Students discuss posters 1-1:30

1:30-3:00 Plenary Session
Interactive with Interest Groups
Karen Diaz, WVU Libraries
José O. Díaz, Ph.D., The OSU Libraries

3:15-4:15 Concurrent Sessions 2
Location—Science Hall

See page 2 for more details.

Registration

Register at: http://tinyurl.com/wpwvcspring2017

Students $10—Members $25—Non Members $35

Registration will close at 5:00 p.m. on May 26, 2017

Questions?
Please contact the WPWVC/ARCL Program Committee
program.wpwc.chapter@gmail.com
Session Details

**Student Poster Session (1:00—1:30)**

*In Support of Cloud Data Storage as Secondary Storage for Researchers*
Shannon Sheridan, University of Pittsburgh

*Sharing Frostburg History in MD-SOAR*
Emily Zumbrun, University of Maryland

*Using a National Library Week Event as an Opportunity for Assessment*
Amber Harrison, University of Kentucky, School of Information Science

*Bibliometrics and Altmetrics in the Academic Library*
Cassandra Frank, University of Pittsburgh

*Integrating Digital Humanities into Academic Institutions*
Lindsay Decker, University of Pittsburgh

*Leading Academia: Interdisciplinary Approaches to Research*
Lauren Martiere Duquesne University; University of Pittsburgh

*Mitigating Loss in the Event of Disaster*
Kimberly Conover, University of Pittsburgh

**Concurrent Sessions 1 (11:15—12:15)**

*Making the CRAAP Test Less Crappy*
Eryn Roles, Sabrina Thomas and Kathleen Phillips, Marshall University

*Programming for Veteran and Military Students: Meeting the Trend of Library Contributions to Student Success*
Dr. Sara Baron and Rebekah Miller, Duquesne University

*One-Shot Assessments: Hit the Bullseye Every Time!*
Virginia Kline, Potomac State College of WVU

*Fun and Games with Copyright*
Paul Bond and Eve Wider, University of Pittsburgh-Johnstown

**Concurrent Sessions 2 (3:15—4:15)**

*Raspberry Pi Library Applications*
David Bennett, Robert Morris University (Half Session)

*Highlighting Distinctive Collections & Promoting Digital Fluency through TimelineJS*
Clare Withers, University of Pittsburgh (Half Session)

*Understanding and Teaching Google’s Algorithm and Fake News*
Sabrina Thomas, Marshall University

*Give Us Some Credit: Librarians Developing and Teaching Credit-bearing courses*
Dr. Monty L. McAdoo, Edinboro University of PA

*Defining Future and Emerging Technology Trends For Your Library: What’s On The Horizon?*
Dr. Charles Julian, Potomac State College of WVU

---

**Plenary Session Bios**

*The Library Has Left the Building: And Other Tales of the Engaged Librarian*

Karen Diaz is the Associate Dean of Libraries at West Virginia University in Morgantown, WV. She recently implemented an Engaged Librarian program at WVU, having now experienced this model in two separate institutions. Her previous research has focused on the teaching aspect of engagement, in particular digital storytelling.

José O. Diaz, Ph.D. is an Associate Professor and Head of Area Studies/International Collections at the William Oxley Thompson Library of The Ohio State University Libraries in Columbus, Ohio. He’s the author of Relationship building one step at a time: Case studies of successful faculty-librarian partnerships and The Roles of Engagement at The Ohio State University Libraries: Thoughts from an Early Adopter.